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L ike a good story, music has
the power to transport us to
a different time and place.

A music listening activity is a fun
way to engage students in an
exploration of geography and his-
tory, and fits especially well into a
Silk Road unit emphasizing long-
distance trade and cross-cultural
interactions. 

Orienting students in Silk Road
geography makes for a good start-
ing point before embarking upon a
journey through the vast, complex
cultural and historical territory of
the Silk Road. The Electronic Cul-
tural Atlas Initiative (ECAI) Silk
Road Atlas provides interactive
maps, images, and audio files for
an exploration of the land,
empires, routes, and cultures of the Silk
Road.1

Based at the University of California
Berkeley, ECAI is a global consortium of
scholars, information technology specialists,
and professionals from museums, libraries,
and non-governmental organizations, who
work on a diverse array of projects that use
interactive map software.2 The interactive
TimeMaps integrate different types of geo-
graphical, historical, and cultural data and
are intended to convey a sense of time and
space. Not all maps are user-friendly 
and some are too specialized to be useful to
K-12 educators.

One useful ECAI map is the “Instru-
ments—Interactive Java TimeMap.”3 With
this map, musical instruments can introduce
students to the geography of the Silk Road.
Clicking on the map highlights different geo-
graphic regions of North Africa, the Middle
East, and Asia whose peoples participated in
Silk Road trade —and links students to
instruments from these regions that appear in
“Musical Instruments of the Silk Road,”4

another section in the ECAI Silk Road Atlas.
“Musical Instruments of the Silk Road” cor-
responds to the Musical Instrument Glossary

cal terrain represented by the
instruments and capture students’
interest in Silk Road geography. 

To illustrate the extent of
cross-cultural exchange among
Silk Road cultures, students can
watch two full-length concerts
by the Vancouver, BC-based
Orchid Ensemble, presented
online by the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in
Real Audio format.6 The Orchid
Ensemble “blends ancient musi-
cal instruments and traditions
from China and beyond,”7 and
the trio, which frequently per-
forms at schools and universities,
specializes in presenting the his-
tory and cultural traditions
behind its music. The Kennedy

Center concerts, which took place in 2003found in the Silk Road Project’s Silk Road
Encounters Education
Kit,5 and can be used
alone or in conjunction
with the interactive map.
By clicking on images of
twelve different instru-
ments, students can hear
what each instrument
sounds like, as well as
read and listen to short
descriptions of the instru-
ments. The audio samples
are just the right length—
one to two minutes—and
can be downloaded and
saved to a student’s com-
puter or MP3 player.
While the musical instru-
ment descriptions focus
more on the instruments
themselves and provide
scant historical and cultur-
al information, the ECAI
Silk Road Atlas musical
instrument pages are cer-
tain to help emphasize the
expanse of the geographi-
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and 2005, feature a number of pieces rele-
vant to a lesson on Silk Road history.
“Hujia,” a piece attributed to Cai Yan
(Wenji) of China’s Later Han dynasty
(25–220 CE), exemplifies the rich history
found in the Orchid Ensemble’s music. The
famous tale of Cai’s life among the
Xiongnu, China’s nomadic neighbors and
territorial rivals from the northeastern
steppe, is probably a mixture of both histori-
cal fact and legend, but it depicts the com-
plex situation faced by Chinese women liv-
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ing across the border.8 Some
women, such as Cai, were
abducted, while others were
ladies sent by the imperial
court to the Xiongnu as “trib-
ute” brides.9 Although they
lived among non-sedentary
“barbarians,” these women
survived on the steppe and
many raised families. At the
end of Cai Yan’s story, she is
ransomed by the Chinese and
tearfully bids farewell to her
children before a bittersweet
homecoming.10

“The Winged Horses of Heaven,” another
piece performed by the Orchid Ensemble,
features a famous historical character. It tells
the story of Zhang Qian, the famous Han
dynasty official whose diplomatic mission to
Central Asia is credited with initiating Silk
Road trade.11 In addition to “Hujia” and “The
Winged Horses of Heaven,” other pieces in
the group’s repertoire relevant to a lesson on
Silk Road history and culture are: “Three
Treasures,” “Maqam: Prelude and Dance,”
“Ya Ribon,” “Bengalia,” “Meeting in a

Yurt,” and “Road to Kash-
gar.” Each piece is preced-
ed by an introduction
placing it within a histori-
cal and cultural context.
Both concerts are just
under one hour. 

Music can capture stu-
dents’ imagination and
turn a lesson on Silk
Road geography and his-
tory into a fascinating
exploration. Both the
ECAI Silk Road Atlas and
the Orchid Ensemble’s
online concerts are free
resources that can be
adapted for different
grade levels and work
extremely well with units
about long-distance trade
and cross-cultural interac-
tions.  n
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